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Smartcards in London - how intelligent use of smartcard 
data can change the way transport providers work 

Duncan Horne, Transport for London 

Arup 

28 November 2012 

WHY SMARTCARDS? 

Duncan Horne began by outlining the original business case for 
introducing smartcards on London Transport, which had three elements: 

• Managing demand through the gates. By the early 1990s virtually 
all Underground stations in the central area had been gated. 
However, during the 1980s and 1990s these gates had led to 
significant problems at some stations during peak periods due to 
increasing numbers of passengers. The system of inserting 
magnetically encoded tickets into the barriers was too slow to cope 
with the volumes. With contactless smartcards users can have 
their tickets read in around 0.2 seconds. 

• Reducing fraud. To cope with the passenger volumes, barriers 
were often opened at peak times, leading to increasing levels of 
fraud. Before smartcards were introduced, fraudulent travel on the 
Underground was estimated to account for some 4% of revenue. It 
is now estimated to be less than 1.5%. 

• Reducing the cost of selling tickets. Ticket sales represent a 
significant cost for public transport operators. 

THE PRESTIGE CONTRACT AND DEVELOPMENT OF OYSTER 

In 1992 the government launched its Private Finance Initiative (PFI) with 
the aim of attracting private capital into public sector projects and 
transferring risk. It was clear that this would be the only mechanism by 
which London Transport (LT) could fund a smartcard system. In 1996 LT 
issued a procurement notice for a system covering the cards, gates at 
Underground stations, and new ticket machines at stations and on 
buses. 
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The Procurement of Revenue Services (Prestige) contract was awarded 
by LT in 1998 to the TranSys consortium of EDS, Cubic, ICL and WS 
Atkins. This was a £190 million PFI contract to run for 17 years. In 2000 
Transport for London (TfL) was formed and took over responsibility for 
managing the contract. The major milestones for Prestige were delivered 
on time and on budget. Oyster cards were first introduced in 2002, 
initially for staff travel to test the resilience of the system. 

Extension of Oyster to other users was deliberately taken slowly, 
building on experience at each stage. The customer launch took place in 
2003, beginning with Annual Travelcard users, then being extended to 
Monthly and later Weekly Travelcard users. This tested the capability of 
ticket offices and avoided relying on customer-operated ticket issuing 
machines. Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) was introduced in 2004 and daily 
capping for PAYG users a year later. 

Daily capping has proved a major selling point and has reduced the 
volume of ticket sales, since there is now no reason to buy a One-Day 
Travelcard every time a customer wishes to make several journeys in 
London. The increased take-up of Oyster enabled TfL to end the sale of 
Weekly paper (non-Oyster) Travelcards in 2005. Sales of Weekly paper 
Bus Passes ended in 2007. 

After four years of negotiations, agreement was reached with train 
operators for the extension of Oyster to journeys on National Rail (NR) in 
Greater London. The negotiations were complex because NR is largely 
an open system, and protocols for revenue apportionment covering 
alternative and parallel routes had to be agreed. 

The Prestige PFI contract was terminated by agreement 5 years ago, 
because it had by then proved inflexible to cope with changing 
conditions. Early termination saved TfL around £100 million. 

OYSTER TODAY 

By late November 2012, over 40 million Oyster cards have been issued, 
24 million cards have been used and 7-8 million are used fairly regularly. 

3.5 million cards are used on a typical weekday (and around 2 million on 
a Sunday) and there are 6.5 million bus boardings with cards, 9 million 
taps at gates and validators (6.5 million on the Underground and the 
remainder at NR stations), and 700,000 top-ups of PAYG credit. The 
number of PAYG top-ups is one reason why TfL is looking to move away 
from Oyster to contactless debit/credit cards in the near future. 
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Oyster has proved a powerful symbol of multimodal travel. Figures 1 and 
2 show the degree of Oyster usage on bus and Underground. 

Figure 1: bus journeys by ticket type: 89% Oyster 

 

Figure 2: Underground journeys by ticket type: 77% Oyster 
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Before Oyster some 2,000,000 tickets were issued for cash fares on the 
Underground, but that figure has now fallen to 50,000. Costs of ticket 
sales are now just 12½% of revenue and TfL aims to reduce this to 
under 10% with contactless bank cards. 

BENEFITS AND OPERATION OF OYSTER 

For the customer, the biggest selling point is the assurance of daily price 
capping for their journeys, even though only a small percentage of users 
actually reach the cap. Other advantages for customers are: 

• The ability to top up automatically if the PAYG balance falls below 
a pre-set level with, say, £20 or £40 added without the holder 
having to visit a ticket office or machine. 

• The availability of online journey statements showing their last 
eight weeks travel history. 

• Discounted travel compared with cash fares, and concessionary 
travel for specified categories of users. 

On buses and trams the flat fare is deducted on validation, whereas on 
rail the maximum fare is deducted on entry and the balance adjusted on 
exit. The maximum allowed journey time between any pair of stations in 
London is determined by the number of zones crossed: approximately 
two hours for a journey across six zones, or three hours for one across 
12 zones. 

The benefits in gate throughput can be seen from Figure 3 showing 
passengers per minute per gate during the busiest 15-minute period on 
a recent Thursday at a number of busy stations. 20 passengers per 
minute per gate was the maximum observed with magnetic tickets. 

The importance of gate throughput is emphasised by the continued 
increase in Underground journeys since Oyster was introduced, from 
around 950 million in 2002 to 1.15 billion in 2011. 

Over the same period, journeys on the buses have increased even 
more, from 1.5 billion to 2.2 billion. This has been an unanticipated 
consequence of Oyster. Bus travel has become more attractive due to 
reduced dwell time, reduced overall journey times and improved service 
reliability, all helped by Oyster. 
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Figure 3: Passengers per minute per gate (Oyster cards in red) 

 

USING OYSTER DATA 

Journey time and reliability 

By recording the exact times at which passengers touch in and touch out 
at gates on the Underground, TfL can record the exact gate-to-gate 
journey time for each Oyster user. Aggregating this data gives a clear 
indication of the reliability of the service and how progress is being made 
towards the Mayor’s target of reducing delays on the Underground by 
30%. On a typical day with a good service, there is a regular distribution 
of entry-to-exit times for any given journey. Day-to-day variations in the 
median and 95 percentile values of this distribution are used as 
measures of the degree of unreliability of the service. 

Using the example of Heathrow to Hammersmith, Figure 4 shows how 
the proportion of passenger journeys which exceeded the expected time 
by more than 5 minutes (right hand scale) results from the deviations of 
actual median and 95 percentile journey times from the expected 
journey times (left hand scale). Such information is calculated on a daily 
basis and also aggregated to give overall figures for line and network 
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reliability to the appropriate levels of management to assist them in the 
management of the system. 

However, for more complex journeys involving more than one line, or 
where there are alternative routes, Oyster data alone cannot fully identify 
where delays occurred or their effects, and has to be related to 
operational information. In theory, by combining Oyster and operational 
data in a suitable way it should be possible to model where passengers 
are at any time of day, giving line controllers a powerful tool to minimise 
overall inconvenience. Work on such a model is progressing. 

Figure 4: Measuring journey time and reliability 

 

Capturing personal data 

Oyster card users have the option to register their details with TfL. This 
offers various advantages, such as automatic top-up and obtaining 
replacements for lost or stolen cards. Registration is mandatory for 
monthly and longer period season tickets and for specific groups such 
as students. However, at present only 22% of retail cards, or 27% 
including groups such as students, are registered. 

TfL would like more users to register, since this would provide additional 
profile data on them, such as home postcodes. Understandably, some 
users have reservations about organisations holding such personal data. 
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At present there is a constraint on holding detailed Oyster journey data 
for more than 8 weeks, driven by data-protection concerns and technical 
capacity. This inhibits TfL from tracking card usage over longer periods, 
and is a limitation which is being addressed as part of Contactless 
Payment Cards (discussed below). Summarised data is retained for 4 
years. In addition, journey data for one week each month is anonymised 
by assigning spurious card numbers and retained indefinitely. This 
anonymised data has proved extremely useful for mining by transport 
researchers at universities and elsewhere. 

Travel demand management 

Like all other public transport operators, the capacity of TfL’s trains, 
buses and trams is limited by the demands placed on the system by the 
peaks. The overall capacity of the system is up to six times greater than 
its actual usage. Even a small change in the pattern of the peaks could 
have a significant effect on system utilisation. 

An illustration of this was provided by action taken during the London 
Olympics. Targeted emails were sent to registered Oyster card holders 
with the aim of managing demand during the games. Together with other 
publicity, the message was “try to shift your peak travel time, if only by a 
small amount”. A typical result was that a significant number of 
commuters from Canary Wharf shifted their travel times during the 
period of the games, often by as little as 15 minutes. The hope had been 
that, as commuters found travelling conditions easier at these shoulder 
times, they might permanently adjust their habits. However, the evidence 
from Oyster data showed that after the Paralympics travel patterns had 
reverted to their previous profile. 

Thus the evidence suggests that Smartcards would need to be used in a 
more sophisticated way to achieve lasting demand management. 

OYSTER INNOVATIONS 

A number of developments of Oyster are underway. 

Autofill 

Algorithms have been developed to cope with situations where 
Underground passengers touch in but fail to touch out and are thus 
charged the maximum fare irrespective of their journey. The algorithm 
predicts the most likely journey and sends a refund to the card’s most-
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used station in order to add the appropriate credit to the card. Crediting 
the card cannot be done remotely since value is only held on the card, 
not in some central system. The pickup rate of these PAYG credits is 
around 60% successful, much of the shortfall being due to rarely-used 
cards not being used while the credit remains available for pickup. 

Autocomplete 

This is a similar arrangement to Autofill and covers occasions when 
gates have had to be opened to cope with extreme numbers of 
passengers leaving major events. 

Automated Customer Charter refunds 

At present, passengers have to complete and return paper forms in 
order to claim refunds following serious disruption to their journeys. The 
forms are processed manually and refund vouchers sent out by post. 
From 2013 TfL intend to handle this process automatically for Oyster 
card holders. The process requires integration of Oyster and operational 
data in order to correctly identify situations where TfL was at fault and to 
avoid giving refunds for other delays, such as people under trains and 
extreme weather conditions. 

Integration of Oyster and iBus data 

When a passenger uses Oyster on a bus, only the time and the bus 
route are recorded. There is no record of where the passenger boarded. 
By linking the Oyster reader and the bus GPS location system (iBus) a 
record of boarding point can be created. New Oyster readers on buses 
are currently being installed which identify the location of boarding. 

ISSUES WITH OYSTER AND THE FUTURE 

Oyster is a proprietary brand unique to TfL, which makes it difficult to 
expand usage beyond the London travel market. This also means that 
visitors from outside London do not necessarily have Oyster cards 
already in their possession.  

14% of the revenue collected is spent on operating the Oyster card 
system. For the financial health of TfL as a whole, this percentage needs 
to be reduced. 
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There is no reliable way of providing the credits due to PAYG holders 
through procedures such as Autofill and Autocomplete, because of the 
necessity of having physical access to the card. 

Accepting contactless “wave and pay” bank debit and credit cards would 
address many of these issues. Credit would no longer be held on the 
card: instead, PAYG users would be debited through their bank or credit 
card accounts at the end of each day. Refund arrangements would be 
simpler and it would also be possible to introduce weekly price caps in 
addition to the existing daily price caps. 

Operating costs for “wave and pay" are likely to be similar to those for 
Oyster at present, but work is under way to accept these contactless 
cards on buses in the near future, after which the intention is extend 
acceptance to the Underground. 

DISCUSSION 

Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) wanted to know what 
proportion of Oyster cards were not touched in or out at a reader. 
Duncan Horne replied that the percentage for Oyster Travelcards was 
less than 10%. However, the proportion for PAYG Oyster cards was 
much smaller, closer to 1%. This is much more of a problem with 
Travelcards on National Rail. Although everyone would like to use 
Oyster data for revenue allocation between TfL and NR, with some £2 
billion a year at stake, any arrangement needs to be robust. 

Robin Whittaker asked about comparisons with systems overseas and 
recalled his experiences of operators making more insistent 
announcements about the need to touch out. Duncan felt that direct 
comparisons with other systems were problematic. Many other cities’ 
public transport systems were flat fare and had open stations. Operators 
did meet to share ideas about marketing and technology, including 
customer information. 

Peter White (University of Westminster) noted that many students there 
had found access to Oyster card data useful as part of their studies. He 
felt that smartcards provided an opportunity to influence travel patterns 
by more sophisticated pricing by time of travel. Duncan broadly agreed. 
At present Oyster technology limited the number of fares which could be 
used, but future systems offered much more technical flexibility. The 
limiting factor on fare arrangements was political acceptability. 
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John Cartledge (London TravelWatch) asked why Charter Refunds 
were available on some modes but not others, if the rationale was to 
compensate users for delays and disruption to their journeys. Also, 
refunding the cost of the journey did not necessarily relate to the costs of 
the inconvenience. Duncan explained that TfL policy was that users 
should not have to pay for significantly poor service. If the circumstances 
were very bad, such as where passengers had had to detrain and walk 
down a tunnel, compensation of more than the fare might be paid. 
Charter Refunds had never applied to bus journeys as there was a lack 
of data to check passenger claims, and delays due to traffic congestion 
were outside the control of TfL. 

David van Rest (former member of the Midlands TUCC) asked about 
the current availability of “Wave and Pay” cards issued by the banks. 
How would Freedom Passes be dealt with in future? Duncan explained 
that banks were currently issuing the new type of cards as customer 
credit and debit cards were renewed. Compatible cards were also being 
issued by banks abroad. TfL hoped to begin acceptance on buses on 13 
December 2012. Freedom Passes, staff passes and similar categories 
would remain as smartcards issued by the same authorities as now. 

David Simmonds (David Simmonds Consultancy) appreciated the 
advantages of combining Oyster and iBus data in being able to track 
customer habits, but felt that surveys would still be required in order to 
get at softer issues, such as journey purpose. Duncan noted that the 
Greater London Bus Passenger Survey had not asked about journey 
purpose but acknowledged that qualitative information could only be 
gleaned from surveys. Existing Oyster data allowed TfL to make 
inferences about whether journeys were for commuting or some form of 
leisure purpose. Linking Oyster and iBus would provide valuable 
information on how people moved between buses or modes at 
interchanges and how long interchanges took. 

Peter Laslett (DfT) wondered why the present system only recorded the 
route and not which particular bus the Oyster card was used on. Duncan 
explained this was a limitation of the current system. New readers on 
buses would operate in real time and provide direct information on 
where journeys actually began. 

 

Report by Gregory Marchant  
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On the Move: 
making sense of car and train travel trends in Britain 

Scott Le Vine, Centre for Transport Studies, Imperial College London 

Arup 

23 January 2013 

INTRODUCTION 

Tom Worsley introduced the speaker and the study, sponsored by the 
RAC Foundation, the Office of Rail Regulation, the Independent 
Transport Commission and Transport Scotland. The Department of 
Transport was also involved in discussions of findings as they emerged. 

Scott Le Vine was part of a study team that included Peter Jones (UCL), 
Charilaos (Harris) Latinopoulos (Imperial), Fiona Preston (UCL), John 
Polak (Imperial), and Tom Worsley (ITS Leeds). His presentation was 
deliberately limited in detail and scope, but more was available online at 
http://www.racfoundation.org/research/mobility/on-the-move-main-
research-page, including a Technical compendium. Scottish analysis 
would be released later in the first quarter of 2013. 

Scott explained that the principal aims of the study had been to 
understand the fall in car travel and growth in rail travel since around 
2000. Declining car travel could not be explained purely by fuel prices, 
as very different patterns had been seen among different groups, and 
rail travel had held up through the recession. 

“PEAK CAR” AND “ROBUST RAIL” 

Figure 1 shows how “peak car” is not confined to the UK and has been 
pronounced in the USA. US data are only available for 2001 and 2009 
National Household Travel Surveys (NHTS), but data from road traffic 
counts suggest that demand has been falling since before the recession. 
Peak car and robust rail are important for a number of reasons: 

• For the public sector, for future road and rail policies and 
investments 

• For the private sector, to understand how markets for mobility, and 
linked to it, are changing 
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Figure 1: Evidence of “peak car” in a number of countries 

 

Figure 2 shows how forecasts of travel within Great Britain from before 
1989 generally underestimated the number of billion vehicle-kilometres 
reached after around 1990. 

Figure 2: Forecasts within GB before 1989 underestimate demand 

 
Source: Taro Hallworth, DfT, scale in billion vehicle-kilometres 
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Figure 3, in contrast, shows how forecasts from after 1989 generally 
overestimated the subsequent rate of growth. 

Figure 3: Forecasts within GB from 1989 overestimate demand 

 
Source: Taro Hallworth, DfT, scale in billion vehicle-kilometres 

The researchers had compared data from road traffic counts and from 
National Travel Survey (NTS) weekly diaries. The latter were generally 
lower, suggesting that they might miss or undercount some types of 
travel. There was no obvious explanation for the gap, although this might 
have widened slightly from 2002, when the NTS contractor changed. 

Similar analysis for rail use data suggested that NTS is more consistent 
with ORR data on rail travel, first because the types of “travel-in-the-
course-of-work” that the NTS excludes are not amenable to rail travel, 
and possibly also because diarists are less likely to forget a rail trip than 
a car trip. While the small differences varied from year to year, no overall 
trend was apparent. 

Analysis suggested that the principal recent trends had been that: 

• Rail use has grown everywhere, but especially in certain 
geographical markets 

• Young adults, especially young men, are driving much less 

• Older people are becoming steadily more mobile 
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• The rail market is widening rather than deepening 

• There is a collapse in company car use, mainly among men 

• Rail customer satisfaction has improved strongly 

The remainder of the presentation focused on presenting evidence on 
some of these themes. 

THE EFFECT OF SETTLEMENT SIZE 

Figure 4 shows trends in driving per resident for different sizes of 
settlement. Slight rises outside London appear to be cancelled by a 
decline within London and more recently in other Metropolitan areas. 

Figure 4: Driving by settlement size 

 

Figure 5 shows how rail travel, in contrast, has been growing in all 
areas, with the lowest base, but highest proportionate increase, being in 
the Metropolitan areas. 
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Figure 5: Rail use by settlement size 

 

TRENDS IN COMMUTING 

Figure 6, from the Technical compendium, shows how there has been a 
trend decline in the number of days per week working out-of-home by 
both full time and part time workers. 

Figure 6: Commuting by full time and part time workers 
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Many fewer full time workers commute more than five days a week, and 
an increasing proportion reported no commuting travel during the week. 

CHANGES IN MODE MIX BY YOUNG MEN 

Figure 7 shows how men aged 20-29 have travelled less as a car or van 
driver, but there has been no obvious transfer either to travel as a 
passenger or to another mode. Scott again drew attention to the 
apparent large drop in 2001-2, when the NTS contractor changed, but 
noted that the overall trend was consistent with data from other 
countries. While their overall mileage has fallen, the amount of time that 
young men spend travelling has remained broadly constant. 

Figure 7: Men aged 20-29: travel by mode 

 

CHANGES IN DRIVING BY YOUNG MEN 

Figure 8 shows the reported driving mileage of these men. The largest 
proportional falls appear to have been: 

• Driving personal cars for visiting friends and relatives (VFR) at 
private homes, especially at weekends 
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• Driving non-household cars such as loan and hire cars but not 
personal and company cars 

• Driving personal cars on shopping trips 

Figure 8: Men aged 20-29: car travel by purpose 

 
Average driving mileage by men aged 20-29, by type of car ownership 
and selected journey purpose 

Figure 9 shows the declining trend in shopping travel, whether by 
journeys and distance, for all modes and for car. This suggests that the 
decline in the use of the car to shop, whether measured by journeys or 
distance, has been less than other modes. Other evidence confirms that 
an increasing proportion of purchases are by mail, phone or web. 

Cross-sectional analysis found no sub-group of young men whose car 
use was increasing. With checks showing no material trend in personal 
disposable income, a possible explanation was the pervasive effect of 
the costs of learning to drive or insurance. When young people (aged 
17-29) were asked why they did not drive, the cost of learning to drive 
was the most commonly cited reason, mentioned by over 80% of those 
asked, and also the most common main reason. Data suggest that the 
cost of learning to drive is now around £1000. In contrast the cost of 
insurance was neither frequently mentioned not frequently given as the 
main reason. 
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Figure 9: Trends in shopping travel 

 

CHANGES IN RAIL USE 

Figure 10 shows the trend in rail use by purpose. The sharpest growth 
has been in non-commuting non-business travel. 

Figure 11 suggests that rail use has been “wider not deeper”, with a 
larger proportion of people in all areas reporting use of rail, rather than a 
constant market of “rail users” travelling more. 
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Figure 10: Rail use by purpose 

 

Figure 11: Rail use is wider, not deeper 

 
Increase in the proportion of the population recording one or more rail 
trips in their diary week, 1995/7 to 2005/7, by region 
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More detailed analysis confirmed that average mileage per user had 
been broadly constant, and that the growth in passenger-mileage came 
from a growth in the number of users. 

CHANGES IN SATISFACTION WITH RAIL 

Figure 12 shows that satisfaction with rail travel had been growing in all 
regions, with no obvious outliers or exceptions. 

Analysis of fares for the periods 1995-1999 and 2006-2010 showed that, 
for non-commuting non-business travel, there had been an increase in 
the proportion of passengers paying a low (real) fare per mile. This 
suggests that increasing yield management over this period has 
increased the take-up of highly-discounted fares. 

Figure 12: Trend in passenger satisfaction 

 
Reported passenger satisfaction by region since autumn 1999 

COMPANY CAR USE 

Total driven mileage per person per year had been flat over the period 
1995-7 to 2005-7, but a falling proportion of the total mileage has been 
by company car. 
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Figure 13 examines company car use by age group over this period and 
to 2008-10. It suggests that use has been falling consistently over time 
among both men and women of all age groups rather than, for example, 
an effect of younger drivers using company cars less (in which the curve 
would shift to the right over time). 

Figure 13: Company car use by men and women by age group 

 

Figure 14 suggests that one of the key drivers may be the declining 
proportion of company cars with free personal petrol, which had fallen by 
almost 80% by 2010-11. 

Figure 15 shows how the decrease in reported business company car 
mileage appears to be mirrored by an increase in reported business rail 
use, for men by age group. 
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Figure 14: Company car ownership 

 

Figure 15: Replacement of business company car mileage by rail use 

 
Reductions in company car business mileage and increases in rail 
business mileage, for men by age group 
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RAIL USE BY AGE GROUP 

Figure 16 shows how rail mileage has been rising across all age groups, 
although women use rail less than men, particularly in middle age. 

Figure 16: Rail passenger miles per passenger by age and gender 

 

DISCUSSION 

David Leibling remembered that, when writing the RAC Report on 
Motoring, he had told the Inland Revenue that they were undercounting 
company cars, recorded numbers of which promptly rose. However, 
company cars are mainly a UK phenomenon because of their favourable 
tax treatment. He also noted that the Family Expenditure Survey (FES) 
and Living Costs and Food Survey (LCFS) reported flat expenditure on 
rail travel since 1995. The British Social Attitudes (BSA) survey has 
information on the frequency of use of each mode, and suggests that 
occasional users are using rail more. Are the findings consistent with 
these sources? He was also sceptical that business travellers used 
computers on trains, noting that they might sleep after opening them. 
Scott said that the National Travel Survey showed no rise in the number 
of people with rail season tickets, which is consistent with the 
observation of an increase in people using rail occasionally rather than 
the number using it frequently. Occasional users might have made either 
zero or one rail trips within a one-week diary, making it ambiguous 
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whether a person not using rail during a particular week is a non-user or 
an occasional user. 

Matt Clark (Steer Davies Gleave) noted surprise that the reported 
deterrent to driving was the cost of learning to drive rather than 
insurance. Many might stop at the first hurdle along the way to a driving 
licence, and while learning was often at the driver’s own cost, insurance 
might be a shared household cost. Scott agreed this is a possibility and 
noted that the cost of learning was top of the NTS show cards and that 
this might bias responses. David Leibling suggested that Scotland, 
where there are no tuition fees, might show a different pattern. 

Peter White (University of Westminster) suggested that yield 
management would have grown non-commuter non-business rail travel, 
but also that there has concurrently been an increase in the frequency of 
non-peak train service, as the provision of extra capacity is easier 
outside the peak. 

John Cartledge (London TravelWatch and Passenger Focus) noted that 
people in their twenties are now more likely to be in higher education, 
affecting disposable income, travel overseas, and still live at home, 
which might lack the space to park an extra car. Simon Lister added 
that due to changing social mores they may now be allowed to do at 
home things which were previously forbidden there. 

Malcolm Ferguson (Consultant) said that he has long written on 
company cars, and the findings of the study are not unique. Scott said 
that it had been estimated that, if the company car is taken to be a 
distortion, it might be worth 0.5% of GDP across the EU. 

David Metz (University College London) thought that it was not clear 
why the loss of company cars would reduce mileage. This might be due 
to the shift from manufacturing to services in different work locations. 
Scott said that it was not possible to identify all such factors with NTS, 
which did not have good spatial resolution, but noted that prior to 2002 
company car users had incentives to drive to the mileage thresholds at 
which taxation fell. 

John Segal (Independent Consultant) had carried out work several 
years ago finding that the biggest trend in rail use was travel to and from 
big cities other than London. This seemed partly to be related to the 
replacement of manufacturing by services in the city centre, and the 
scope to carry out both business and leisure activities while there. 
Another factor was parking costs, which effectively limit city centre 
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parking to short term use. Scott agreed that these might well be factors 
and that more work might be carried out to test their importance. 

Robin Whittaker noted anecdotes that station ticket offices used to 
have queues of people asking the distance by rail to support a car 
mileage expenses claim. Had the research picked up evidence of 
changes in this type of behaviour? Scott said that they had not spoken to 
railway retail staff, but had spoken to representatives of car leasing 
companies, who found the emerging results of the studies consistent 
with what their members were telling them. 

John Bates (Independent Consultant) noted that work in 1980 found 
that access to a company car increased multiple car ownership at any 
income level, and wondered whether restrictions on alcohol and driving 
were affecting those in their twenties. He asked how the studies had 
controlled for car ownership, which is still rising on a per capita basis? 
Scott replied that the unit of the study was the person, not the 
household, with only limited analysis per driver or per car, and had not 
gone deeper in this area. He noted that there might be benefits if the 
National Travel Survey distinguished “Friends” and “Relatives” in 
questions. Tom Worsley noted that one might expect lower use per car 
as ownership rises. Scott noted that more analysis is available in the 
Technical compendium. 

Robert Cochrane (Independent Consultant and Imperial College) noted 
that rail could be booked far ahead at very low fares: were some fares 
too low and/or are we providing long-distance off-peak travel? Was the 
reduction in shopping trips resulting in an increase in vans delivering 
goods? Scott said that it was possible to look at use of vans, defined as 
a vehicle with no window behind the driver, in the National Travel 
Survey, but that the trend within NTS of falling van travel contradicted 
road traffic counts that show that use of vans is rising. For rail, season 
tickets are counted as zero marginal fare, but there has been no rise in 
the number of trips for which nothing was paid, so low marginal fares 
alone may not be the issue. Tom Worsley noted some inconsistency in 
the ORR data showing that real revenue per passenger kilometre had 
remained fairly flat over recent years while the rail fares index, based on 
a basket of typical fares, showed an increase in real terms. On vans, he 
had suggested that DfT could study “company van travel” in which a van 
provided or acquired for business is also used as a leisure vehicle. 

Sarah Wu (Halcrow) asked how forecasts are now carried out. Scott 
said she should look for the National Transport Model. She also 
wondered what was causing the rise in rail customer satisfaction. Scott 
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suggested that the NTM is complex and would be a good topic for an 
entire future seminar, and said that more detailed satisfaction data on 
various dimensions of rail passenger satisfaction are available. John 
Cartledge added that satisfaction was consistently driven primarily by 
punctuality and cost, although there were also “halo” effects, such as 
that repainted trains were rated as having a more satisfactory ride 
quality. 

David Parish (Independent Consultant) argued that the old drive more 
because they have more licences, rather than just because they are 
healthier. He wondered how much of the forecasting error in Figure 2 
and Figure 3 related to forecast incomes, which in the past were 
required to reflect a Treasury view which was usually optimistic. Scott 
replied that, while he was not familiar with the specifics in this case, 
there is frequently debate about whether errors in traffic forecasting are 
due to errors in forecasting income and other socio-economic factors, or 
due to misspecification of the relationship between them and mobility. 

 

Report by Dick Dunmore 
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Can good economics take the politics out of 
transport? 

A debate chaired by Peter Mackie, ITS, Leeds 
between 

Tom Worsley, ITS, Leeds, and Scott Clyne, Arup 

Arup 

27 February 2013 

INTRODUCTION 

Julie Mills introduced Peter Mackie as Chair and Tom Worsley and Scott 
Clyne as speakers. 

OPENING PRESENTATIONS 

Tom Worsley 

Tom Worsley said that willingness-to-pay-based Cost-Benefit Analysis 
(CBA), identifying all impacts of a decision, should be the objective of 
policy, and he would present: 

• Evidence that decision-makers are influenced by more than CBA 

• Suggested reasons why this might be so 

• Proposals to make the process more rational 

 The 2006 Eddington Transport Study showed that the 170 projects then 
recently approved by transport ministers had a wide range of returns, 
suggesting that BCR was not the only criterion used. 

As reasons, he listed influences on Ministers including lobbying, the 
media, “champions” of schemes, weak option generation processes, 
short-termism and other government Ministers and Departments. He 
noted that WebTAG is intended to be comprehensive but is limited by 
qualitative assessments and hence judgement, unmeasured impacts, a 
current focus on GDP growth rather than welfare economics, and that 
policies are often less amenable to appraisal than investment projects. 
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As proposals, he suggested more rigorous implementation of equity and 
regional weights, regional or urban economic modelling to improve the 
evidence on the incidence of costs and benefits, and updating and 
extending monetary valuation. 

It would seem that greater weight is now put on the value for money 
criterion. Almost all investment schemes approved by the Department 
for Transport in 2011 were in the “high” or “very high” Value for Money 
(VfM) categories. However these figures did not include some of the 
2007 High Level Output Specification (HLOS) schemes or any 
information on the case for schemes such as High Speed 2 (HS2) which 
had not yet been approved. 

Scott Clyne 

Scott argued that the conventional wisdom that transport markets should 
be subject to central economic appraisal would be inconceivable if 
applied to markets such as food, with the Government funding and 
building Waitrose supermarkets, subsidised by Aldi customers, to correct 
regional imbalances in food quality. The default position should be that 
politicians were not involved: 

• They have poor information 

• They keep pandering to special interests 

• They keep making mistakes 

On information, transport professionals had written to the Secretary of 
State to say that “There exists a range of views as to the importance of 
new transport infrastructure in stimulating economic growth. The 
evidence base is not as strong as you, or we, might wish it to be.” The 
Appraisal Summary Table was an attempt to define “the public interest” 
but could at best be an average representing no one, as no individual 
would weight impacts exactly as in the table. There was no evidence of 
consistency in areas such as the levels of support to rail services in 
different areas and, rather than manage crowding, the operators 
demand ever more infrastructure. The inability to remunerate capital 
expenditure on extra capacity had been identified by Beeching in 1965. 

On special interests, Scott presented Table 1 below. Access to Ministers 
is not based on any objective measure. 
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Table 1: Department for Transport Ministerial Meetings in Q1 of 2012 
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Percentage of meetings 46% 14% 10% 8% 7% 7% 6% 2% 1% 

Mode share 9% 1%    1% 89%   

Meanwhile, no sooner has work begun on the £16 billion Crossrail 1 
than lobbying has begun for the £12 billion Crossrail 2, on both of which 
high-income peak rail travellers will be subsidised by taxes on income. 

Recent decisions widely regarded as mistakes include the New Wear 
Bridge “a scandalous waste of public funds”, the national network of 
electric vehicle recharging facilities, the Intercity Express Programme 
(IEP), and the Intercity West Coast (CWC) franchise replacement. Would 
Figure 1 below be the outcome if politicians had delivered what was 
wanted? 

Figure 1: trust in politicians 2001-2011 (Ipsos MORI) 
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DEBATE 

Peter Mackie proposed a focus on two restated questions: 

• Has analysis failed the politicians? 

• Have the politicians failed transport? 

HAS ANALYSIS FAILED THE POLITICIANS? 

Alan Wenban-Smith (Birmingham City University) had three points: 

• The narrowness of analysis, with transport taken out of context 
and assumption that everything else remained the same 

• The Do-Nothing is not a known present but a hypothetical future, 
which politicians cannot readily understand 

• Politicians have a range of other concerns such as the long term 
future of cities 

John Dodgson (Independent Consultant) felt positive hearing Tom 
present the economist as referee providing a framework to which 
politicians can refer. Only economists can be trusted to consider the net 
benefit, rather than the effect on themselves. CBA may be bad, but is 
still better than all other approaches (“If you know a better hole, go to it”) 
and in a democracy the politicians are the decision-makers and the 
economists are advisers. 

Peter White (University of Westminster) suggested that the gaps are in 
appraising current expenditure, such as revised bus routes, but the tools 
are poor where users change behaviour or there are non-quantified 
social benefits. For example: 

• Pensioners have free transport, but research goes into calculating 
compensation payments, rather than identifying any benefits 

• There is no framework for the appraisal of total withdrawal of rural 
buses: tools for appraisal of marginal change are of no use 

Roger Lewis (HSBC Group) despaired of the delays in implementing 
“logical” projects: 

• Overloading of the Central Line, and Crossrail as a solution, had 
been identified in 1976 
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• Electrification to Cardiff was proposed in 1991 but will not be 
complete until HSTs were over 40 years old 

The Victoria Line had been a “good” investment, but the decision was 
made before the appraisal. 

Chris Foster said that on the Victoria Line, government had tried to 
raise fares to provide a cash-positive scheme, which would have 
destroyed the benefits. It was the M1 that had been built before 
appraisal. He also made a number of other points: 

• Ministers should have freedom, yet the law requires “impact 
assessments”, most of which are poor, so Ministers ignore them. 
Harriet Harman had loaded the assessments with too many 
indicators, rather than focus on the CBA, which is the main thing 
and should be done well. The cost side is increasingly dominated 
by optimism bias, which needs to be so high because there is 
insufficient cost analysis in advance. 

• Claims that transport schemes will grow GDP are generally 
misplaced, as David Parrish and Chris Castles have argued in 
relation to HS2. 

• It is also a tragedy that we spend more and more on selling and 
developing projects: DfT needs a group analogous to a Finance 
Director which objectively checks CBAs. The Treasury has given 
up forcing spending Departments to come clean, and they all 
cheat. George Osborne supports HS2 because he has ridden on a 
Shinkansen. Tom Worsley may have overlooked the desire of 
politicians to leave a legacy. 

Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) suggested that 
appraisal of HS2 should be looking at door-to-door times: are the right 
data being examined? 

Andrew Evans (Imperial College, London) noted that WebTAG codifies 
years of work and asked if other Departments have anything similar. 
Chris Foster said that Health and Energy do, and Peter Mackie said 
that DEFRA has tools for appraising flood relief. 

Martin Kerridge (LanXang International) challenged Peter Mackie’s 
rephrasing of the questions. Politicians can only be influenced 
individually, and the question should be “Can good economists take the 
politics out of transport?”. If economists explained their analysis directly 
to society, politicians might change. 
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Alan Peakall (Retired) noted that it was 25 years since he had been 
trained by Peter Mackie at ITS. He had since worked mainly overseas 
with development agencies, who shared many of the conflicts between 
analysis and politics. We all have one arm tied behind our backs, and 
are only allowed to answer the questions set by the politicians. In some 
cases the outcome was “If that’s the answer, the question was wrong.” 

Peter Mackie halted the debate and invited the speakers to respond. 

Tom Worsley 

Politicians want to know what will happen if they do something. Users of 
the Victoria Line today do not think that they are getting a time saving 
relative to making the same journeys before 1969, although they see a 
disbenefit when it breaks down. Comparing a Do-Something with the 
present is possible but involves different populations of users. The 
Victoria Line has changed land use, and we need better models of this, 
but one problem is that planners have visions, rather than being 
analysts: planners and economists do not work well together. 

On the allegation that DfT has shot itself in the foot with complex 
analysis, this is probably inevitable when decisions are big and 
irreversible, in contrast to initiatives such as changes in school meals 
which can be piloted, evaluated and reversed. DfT must rely on prior 
appraisal more than post-hoc evaluation. 

On the allegation that current expenditure is studied less than capital 
expenditure, this is getting better. 

Scott Clyne 

Scott agreed that the analysis is narrow but that it is not clear that civil 
servants will ever know, and be able to inform Ministers of, all the 
consequences of a decision. But private companies manage: the 
developers of Metroland understood land use transport interactions well 
enough. 

The UK is compared unfavourably with Switzerland and France, but after 
30 years of high speed rail, SNCF and RFF have debts of over €40 
billion, and SNCF is now threatening to cut a third of TGV services. 

Transport is rarely an election issue, so it is better to have direct 
relations between consumer and provider without politicians and civil 
servants in the middle. 
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Peter Mackie countered that road user charging could become a party 
political killer, and that it might be better to compare the UK with the 
Netherlands, which has had “gyrations of policy”. 

HAVE THE POLITICIANS FAILED TRANSPORT? 

David Starkie (Case Associates) made a number of points: 

• He was fascinated by Scott’s table on Ministers’ meetings. Was 
there a case for rationing? 

• More importantly, the interface between economists and politicians 
is inside DfT, and he suspects that it doesn’t work well: we are 
failing to educate Ministers on good economics. A Minister 
appearing before the Transport Select Committee a few days 
earlier had been challenged that the BCR of HS2 was low, but had 
claimed that it was “in the national interest” as it would create 
100,000 jobs. On this logic, adding costs would improve the 
project. Do Ministers have any understanding of opportunity cost? 

• He had had a paper published 40 years ago pointing out that 
reliability was important, but it took DfT 30 years to get it into 
WebTAG, and it is still not right: more research is needed. 

• Time savings for foreigners were ignored for HS1: this would be 
even more important for the (Davies) Airports Commission. 

Andrew Last (Minnerva) suggested that government structures may not 
be sufficiently functional for transport and transport planning, and are 
increasingly unable to deliver efficient transport systems. There are two 
aspects to this: 

• Functional boundaries between central and local government, and 
geographical boundaries between local governments, do not map 
the reality of travel patterns or transport infrastructure or services. 

• The temporal structure of the electoral cycle is too short for 
infrastructure planning. Despite the formal and quantified system 
of discounting in appraisal, politicians are reluctant to take 
decisions incurring short term costs for later benefits. 
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Stephen Bennett (Retired from the railway industry) argued that the 
political process does work, at least in Scotland when the Liberal 
Democrats only joined the coalition on the basis of things set in stone in 
the coalition agreement1. These included six transport schemes with no 
prior analysis, varying “from the quite reasonable to the patently 
ridiculous”, an example of the latter being Aberdeen Crossrail. But these 
schemes did not go ahead, as economists kept pointing this out. The 
analysis won! 

In addition, the schemes being promoted were not popular, such as the 
Edinburgh tram. The new government has a different list of schemes, 
which is a comparative triumph. 

Roger Lewis (HSBC Group) noted that the debt of Network Rail had 
now reached, or exceeded, that of SNCF and RFF. While France had 
new but empty double-deck trains in rural areas, Great Britain struggled 
on with “baffling” Pacers. But the UK government withdrew from BAA 
and was right to split it up: Gatwick has improved under new ownership. 

Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) thought that politics 
works within London, where transport is an election issue, but not 
elsewhere, as exemplified by the sterile debate over the regional 
distribution of HS2’s impacts. 

Peter Mackie invited the speakers to respond. 

Scott Clyne 

Scott agreed that Ministers need to understand the tools used by civil 
servants but not be captured by their bureaucracies. 

As Andrew Last had asked, are the structures rights? More local 
responsibility would be good, if local taxpayers bore costs, rather than 
local authorities bidding for funds from the centre. People could choose 
where to live on the basis of what local authorities intended to tax and 
spend. 

The electoral cycle does lead to short-termism, and the private sector 
can invest for the long term, in areas such as forestry. 

                                                

 
1 Transport Economist Volume 34 Number 2 includes a near-contemporary commentary on the policy. 
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All the main parties are pro-HS2, which is puzzling while the analysis 
remains so unclear. 

To Roger Lewis’s point, it is nice for other countries to have new, empty 
trains, but are they justified? France is preventing competition to keep 
the railways’ debt off the government balance sheet. People are very 
willing to pay for private cars. If you can’t pay, you can’t afford. 

To Peter Gordon’s point, London works well, but issues are local, and 
the Mayor lobbies for funding, for example of the buses. “Boris Bikes” 
and “The stringy thing over the Thames” are not good value. 
Government should stop subsidising London. 

Tom Worsley 

Politicians can’t understand the difference between macro- and micro-
economics, yet the former have discredited the profession. 

Cabinet government is not working effectively : Ministers compete as if 
government was a zero-sum game, rather than providing joined-up 
policy. 

Peter Mackie 

Peter closed the discussion by noting that, in a democratic society, 
transport planning and transport politics are bound together in a lasting 
embrace, just like a good marriage. 

 

Report by Dick Dunmore 
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The Transport Economists’ Group, formed in 1973, provides a forum for 
people involved in transport economics to meet regularly and discuss 
matters of mutual interest. Membership is open to economists working in 
transport and others whose work is connected with transport economics. 

The aim of the Group is to improve the quality of transport management, 
planning and decision making by promoting lectures, discussions and 
publications related to the economics of transport and of the 
environment within which the industry functions. 

Meetings are held every month from September to June (except 
December) at Arup’s Central London HQ at 13 Fitzroy Street. The 
meetings consist of short papers presented by speakers, drawn from 
both within the Group’s membership and elsewhere, followed by 
discussion. 

The Group’s Journal, “The Transport Economist”, is published three 
times a year reporting on meetings and other activities of the Group. It 
reviews recent publications of interest and contains papers or short 
articles from members. The Editor welcomes contributions for inclusion 
in the journal, and can be contacted at petersgordon@blueyonder.co.uk. 

The current membership of over 150 covers a wide range of transport 
modes and types of organisation. Members are drawn from transport 
operators, consultants, universities, local and central government and 
manufacturing industry. All members are provided with a full 
membership list, updated annually, which serves as a useful source of 
contacts within the profession. Applications from people in all sectors are 
welcome. 

Applications for membership should be made on a form obtainable from 
the Membership Secretary at gregorymarchant.teg@btinternet.com. 

Alternatively, an application form can be downloaded from the Group’s 
website: www.transecongroup.org. 
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